HOW TO Guide ….
Panel, Insulate and Line your Van
So, the good news is that lining and insulating your van is perfectly achievable with a few basic tools and a bit of know
how. The bad news is that it does require a bit of patience and a for best results a bit of practice. Below is the
shopping list for panelling, insulating and lining your van. This assumes you have a SWB van with 2 x side windows and
a set of barn door/tailgate windows. This also assumes that you will have laid all relevant wiring looms for things like
lighting – it won’t be easy to put these in after.

Materials needed:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Ceiling; 2 x sheets of 4mm Ply (or 2 x 6mm MDF if you’re on a budget)
Side walls; 2-3 x sheets 4 mm Ply. (or 6mm MDF If you’re on a budget)
Side walls 2 x rolls of 3 inch insulation material (we use either natural sheep’s wool or a recycled plastic
insulator – depending on customers preference)
Ceiling 7m roll x 10mm foil backed foam insulation.
5-6m roll of 2mm foam vapour barrier
Approx. 8.5-9 running meters of super stretch carpet lining sheet.
12 cans of high temperate 500ml spray cans.

Instructions
Insulation
If you go on any of the campervan forums there are many opinions as to the best materials to use for insulation. Some
of the methods self-builders have used previously include, spray on foam insulation, Celetex ridged panels, various
flexible loose roll (sheep’s wool, plastic wool and mineral wool), self-adhesive foam sheet and even polystyrene balls
and sheet. All of these have their pros and cons and ultimately it is an informed, personal (and budget orientated)
decision that has to be made.
In our workshop we usually use either inert recycled Plastic Wool 1 or Sheep’s Wool depending on our customer’s
preference. Both are used in conjunction with a vapour barrier.
The main advantage of a loose roll material is that it can be stuffed into awkward and inaccessible areas quite easily. It
is also not prone to rubbing or squeaking like some rigid insulation sheets. The key to insulating, panelling and lining
your van is in the preparation. A well-insulated van will reduce noise in the vehicle when travelling as well as help
stabilise the internal temperate in summer and winter.

Larger areas of loose sheet material can be held in place with high temperature spray adhesive. Care needs to be
taken to not stuff the voids within the side and rear doors too vigorously, as this may cause the moving parts of the
central locking to jam. 2
Areas of the van that have less thickness within the internal voids often have a different insulating material added.
(Ceiling and any windowless panels). We use a 10mm foil backed foam sheet. The top side is covered with double
sided adhesive, making it perfect to use in the ceiling void, we double the thickness up, to provide 20mm of dense
foam insulation. The foam sheet is particularly good at insulating the van from the penetrating heat that can form in
the summer on the roof of the van. The sheets will need to be cut carefully to fit between the roof structural beams.
3

Use the foam sheet to also insulate any panels that aren’t having windows fitted. Again, cutting carefully to sit
within the void of the panel.

Vapour barrier
The installation of a vapour barrier isn’t essential, but it does give piece of mind that condensation build up
within internal voids will be reduced/minimised.
The roll of vapor barrier membrane can easily be cut to size and is installed with duct tape around all edges
or can be stuck on with spray adhesive. 4 5

Sealing the van completely with a vapour barrier can cause a problem with allowing air to escape from the
van when the side door closes. Most vans have slam vents incorporated into their bodywork, usually at the
rear behind the wheel arch. These are air vents to the exterior of the van, tucked a way out of sight. The
slam vents make it easier to close the side doors. We often fit a small vent on the panels we install that still
allow the slam vents to function properly. 6

panelling
First of all, let me say, there is nothing wrong with using the existing side wall and ceiling panelling already
present in the van, especially if funds are a bit tight. On your average VW T5 this tends to be a 3mm hard
board, and can sometimes be in reasonable condition. There are advantages to replacing the existing
factory boards with something a bit more substantial, I’ve listed these below.

On this occasion I have assumed that all panelling has been removed. To be replaced with either 4mm Ply or
6mm MDF, the benefits are;
1) Better sound insulation, a thicker panelling will quieten the van to a greater extent especially from road
noise when driving.
2) Likewise, a thicker panelling also has better insulation properties both from the heat and the cold.
3) In hot weather the original panels – especially on the ceiling can have a tendency to warp and buckle.
4) If you’re planning on screwing anything into the panelling such as storage nets, hooks, retainers then a
thicker material will allow for a better fixing.
There are two main styles of panelling and lining the van;
1) Flush smooth sides (neater, but with no ability to access interior voids once completed) 7
2) Clipped/screwed removable panels (this allows access to void spaces, but has visible fixings showing and the
overall look isn’t as neat. 8

In this leaflet we’re concentrating on the smooth sided version, with permanently fitted panels. 7
With any luck you will be able to use the existing ceiling and door card panels as templates to create new panels.
If these are damaged or of a poor fit, then the new panels will need to be templated to fit. Cardboard templating
is a quick easy way of getting the contours correct without wasting board or making costly errors.
If you don’t plan to fit rear quarter windows, then the newly made rear quarter panels should extended upwards
to cover the rear quarter window enclosure. 9 If you plan on fitting rear quarter windows then a smaller panel is
created to fit just inside the shallow recess, underneath the rear window. 10

Carefully cut your panels using a jigsaw with a fine toothed blade. Remember to allow cut holes for wiring/sockets
etc. 9 Make sure you have all wiring laid, including any 240v cable that needs to be routed.
If you build your cabinets with enclosed backs and bases then this will reduce the amount of pre-laid wiring
required when lining the van, as the cable can instead be run behind the backs of the furniture out of sight.
Secure the side panelling in place with 3.5mm x 20mm countersunk screws.
The size of the roof panels on most vans mean that it will need be a two piece ceiling. To maintain a seamless joint
when carpeted it is best to join the two plywood ceiling panels in-between the structural beams. It will be
necessary to screw a thicker secondary strip (usually 12mm x 100mm x 1200mm) behind the ceiling panel to
facilitate a good joint. 11

It is much easier to carpet line the van without the windows being in place. It is also easier to cut the windows out
if the insulation, vapour barrier and panelling have already been installed, as this stops metal swarf from getting
stuck within the internal voids of the van. 12
The fitting of the ceiling panels is much easier with two or even three pairs of hands, as the panels need to be
accurately held while marking the ceiling beams and fixing positions.

Its best to pre-measure the fixing positions of the countersunk screws accurately off the side of the panel, as the
roof structural beams have lots of holes that need to be avoided.
Screw the roof panels in place with just 2 screws per beam in the centre of the panel (Use 20mm x 3.5mm
countersunk screws)
Once the panel is secured in place with a few screws then the cable tails can be drawn through their
corresponding holes. 13 Continue to screw the panel in place working from the centre of the van to the outside,
pushing the panel against the ceiling beams as you go.
Once the panels are securely fixed to the beams then you can also secure with screws to the outside edge of the
panels.

N.B. When fitting ceiling panels in VW T5/6 vans you will find that the outer edge of the panel is supported around
its entire edge (Except the back edge) by the inner metal skin of the van. This makes it very easy to secure the
ceiling panels in place. However, if you are fitting ceiling panels into other vans, such as the Renault Trafic, the
outer edge support of the panel isn’t present. In these instances, a series of wooden battens can be glued to the
roof of the van to support the perimeter of the ceiling panel. (Use a flexible polyurethane glue). The wooden
battens should be the same thickness as the structural cross beams supporting the roof. Giving a solid platform
onto which to screw the ceiling panels.
Once all the panels are in place check to make sure there are no rough edges or protruding screw heads, as these
will be seen as lumps underneath the lining carpet.

lining
So, we come to the trickiest bit of the job, adding the carpet lining. As with most practical jobs, if the preparation
and ground work has been done neatly and conscientiously then the final finish is that much easier to achieve.
The lining is glued on with a high temperature spray adhesive, this stops the lining sagging in the height of
summer, with that in mind don’t be stinting with the spray glue application. (Expect to use a box of 12 cans to fully
carpet line a SWB VW T5)
Starting on the ceiling, measure and cut a length of carpet lining long enough to do the entire ceiling and also the
rear beam at the back of the van, also allow at least 3 inches over hang on either end.
Mask up the areas of the ceiling around the side and rear doors and front headlining to avoid over spray. 14 Pay
attention to other areas of the van that may be susceptible to overspray such as the front seats – Cover as
required).

Most of the spray cans come with a nozzle that allows variable width spray patterns. Turn the nozzle to its widest
fan width. Inside the van spray the ceiling working from side from side to side, keeping the spray can an even
distance (around 6 inches) from the surface being sprayed. 15 Overlap the spray slightly to avoid bare patches.
(We recommend using a good quality vapour mask and goggles).
Repeat this spray technique, spraying the whole of the back side of the carpet lining. 16
Repeat the above processes with a second coat of adhesive, spraying perpendicular to the first coat , on both the
van ceiling and the carpet lining.

Leave the adhesive to dry for 4-5 minutes.
Once touch dry get someone to help to pick up the carpet lining creating a fold in the middle. Without creasing
the carpet carry it into the van lengthwise. 17

While pulling slightly to keep the carpet taut touch the fold of the carpet against the centreline of the ceiling.
Gently run your finger along the fold toward your helper at the front. Once this is done you should have the lining
carpet hanging from the ceiling on its fold. 18

You will need to make a push board to allow you to flatten the carpet in place without getting creases. This can be
made from a 9 inch x 6 inch piece of ridged board with carpet material folded over its edge. 19

Positioning yourself inside the folded length of carpet, gently ease up one side at a time moving from the centre
out with your push board to smooth the lining carpet onto the ceiling. 20 Only push the carpet lining up gently to
start with to avoid stretching and creasing the carpet. Once the carpet is in place and you’re happy that there are
no air bubbles or creases then the whole ceiling can be flattened down again with the push board, this time with a
more permanent pressure.

The ceiling lining now needs to be trimmed back. Take the edge of a 300mm metal ruler (use the curved end) push
the curve end of the ruler hard into the crease created where the ceiling panel’s side ends, and the side wall
begins. (between the metal of the van and the edge of the ceiling panel) Run the ruler end down the length of the
panel creasing the carpet along the whole ceiling length. 21

A Stanley knife (with a new blade can now be slotted into the crease and run along the edge to create a neat cut
line. It’s really important to have new blades and change them often, as soon as the blade stops cutting through
the lining in one go then it needs to be replaced. (never hack with the blade to get though the lining as you’ll end
up with an uneven edge). Expect to get through around 10 blades per van.
Once you have trimmed around the entire ceiling, carefully split the carpet lining in the lighting positions and
draw the tail of the lighting cable through the carpet. Once completed the ceiling should look like one piece with
no crease or fold line visible at the joint between the two panels. 22

Once the ceiling has been completed either of the side wall lining can be undertaken. This time mask and spray
the whole side, taking care to carefully mask the edge of the ceiling carpet lining to avoid overspray. Cut a suitable
size length of carpet allowing for a few inches of over hang on both ends.
Spray the entire back of the carpet lining and side wall, with two layers of glue at a perpendicular angle, (as done
previously for the ceiling) and wait 4-5 minutes to dry.
Pick up the carpet ling with a fold in the middle and walk it in to the van. Position the top edge of the carpet lining
so that it over laps the ceiling lining by 2-3inches 24 . Once you’re happy with the overlap and position run a
single finger along the length of the wall around 6 inches below the top.

Without allowing the fold of the carpet to drop down (this can be tacked up with some masking take if you don’t
have anyone to help), gently push the carpet lining onto the side wall, work downward ironing the large flat areas
with your push board first. Once the large flat areas are stuck firmly then it is possible to go back and press the
carpet into the contours of the window reveal. 24

When carpet lining around the window it can be useful to cut the carpet creating a large cross within the window
space, this will help take stress out of the carpet and allow the carpet to be pushed and moulded into the window
reveal shape.
As mentioned previously it is much easier to carpet line the van without the windows in place. The carpet lining
can be bent over the edge of the window opening and trimmed back on the outside edge of the window reveal,
creating a neat finish that doesn’t require a knock on trim. 24 25 Make sure that when trimming back the
carpet on the outside of the van you leave enough space to for the window glue to be applied directly onto the
metal of the van. A 5-10mm carpet overhang is all that is needed.

If you are lining the van with windows in place, then the carpet lining must carefully be cut back and tucked into
the existing window trim. Cut the carpet around 5mm over size, it can then be pushed up underneath the window
trim edge. 26
The wheel arch can be the trickiest part of the lining, especially behind the wheel arch at the back of the van.
Most problems are caused by not understanding the tensions and limitations of the carpet’s stretch.
Once the lining has been fitted in place above the wheel arch gently work from the front of the wheel arch our to
the sides. As you come over the top of the wheel arch try to keep the carpet on the front face of the wheel arch
quite taut, this allows excess material to be gathered on either side of the wheel arch and this will allow the
carpet to stretch into the sides easier. 27
Gently work downward toward the corners on either side of the wheel arch, keeping the carpet taut as you push
it in place will stop it from gathering creases.

When carpet lining the van’s side walls take the carpet right down onto the metal floor (don’t have the ply floor in
place when undertaking the carpet lining, otherwise the spray adhesive over spray will collect on the floor and
form lumps that will prove difficult to remove).
The carpet lining is cut back onto the metal floor of the van with about 30mm of carpet boarder left stuck to the
floor once cut back. The ply floor can be fitted in after the lining is complete.

The images below show the completed carpet lining with front quarter windows only 28 and with windows in
front and rear quarters 29
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